Contrast-Enhanced Ultrasound Imaging Features of Focal Splenic Tuberculosis
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Background: The aim of this study was to characterize the contrast-enhanced ultrasound imaging features of focal splenic tuberculosis.

Material/Methods: We retrospectively analyzed the conventional ultrasound (US) and contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) imaging features of 22 patients with splenic TB confirmed by surgical histopathology or biopsy.

Results: Conventional US demonstrated that 15 of the 22 patients had a single lesion, while 7 had multiple lesions. The maximum diameter of the lesions ranged from 1.0 to 3.7 cm. Of the 22, 17 were detected with hypoecho and 5 were detected with complex echo by conventional US. Seven (7/22) were detected with blood flow signals by color Doppler flow image (CDFI). CUES demonstrated that 18 cases (81.8%, 18/22) began to enhance in the arterial phase, mostly followed by slow wash-out in the intermediate or late parenchymal phase, and 4 (18.2%, 4/22) presented with non-enhancement during all phases. The enhancement patterns were categorized into 4 types: Type I, homogeneous enhancement (2/22); Type II, rim-like enhancement (12/22); Type III, septation-like enhancement (4/22); and Type IV, non-enhancement (4/22).

Conclusions: CEUS showed that splenic TB lesions were enhanced in the arterial phase, followed by slow washed out or persistent enhancement in the intermediate and late parenchymal phases. The rim- or septation-like enhancement may be helpful for diagnosing splenic TB. The splenic lesions presenting round hypoecho by conventional US and complete non-enhancement by CEUS are highly suspicious of splenic TB.
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Background

Splenic tuberculosis (TB) is a rare disorder that generally results from the dissemination of pulmonary or biliary TB and was first reported by Coley in 1846 [1,2]. The most common manifestations of splenic TB are splenomegaly (13.2-100%), fever (82.3%), and weight loss and fatigue (44.12%) [3]. It was reported that splenic tuberculosis accounted for nearly 10% of abdominal TB [1] and the spleen is the third most common organ involved in miliary TB, with incidence rates up to 75% [4,5]. Moreover, splenic TB was found in up to 80-100% of autopsied patients with disseminated tuberculosis [6,7]. With the increasing number of drug abusers, HIV carriers, immunosuppressor use, and drug-resistant-mycobacterium tuberculosis, the incidence of splenic TB is estimated to be increasing [7,8].

Previous studies used contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) to identify lesions in the spleen and found that CEUS could reflect the blood flow of the normal and abnormal tissues, improve the diagnostic sensitivity, and contribute to the differential diagnosis between the benign and malignant lesions involved in the spleen [9-11]. However, there are few CEUS studies characterizing splenic TB [9-11]. The present study retrospectively analyzed the CEUS imaging features of 22 patients with splenic TB, aiming to provide more information for clinical diagnosis.

Material and Methods

Patients

We retrospectively reviewed 22 patients who were diagnosed with splenic tuberculosis confirmed by biopsy (n=18) or surgical histopathology (n=4) and who underwent both conventional US and CEUS examinations prior to biopsy or surgery from January 2010 to September 2018. All the splenic tuberculosis was caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex, not Mycobacterium tuberculosis.

The criterion standard method of splenic tuberculosis diagnosis involves performing a splenectomy and taking biopsies [3,12]. Considering the present multidrug-resistant TB surge and extensive drug-resistant tuberculosis cases, invasive procedures such as splenic biopsy/resection are encouraged for further confirmation [3]. Splenic trauma and due to radical surgical oncological clearance of adjacent tumor is an indication for splenectomy [13]. In this study, 1 patient underwent radical surgery for pancreatic carcinoma, and incidental detection of splenic TB was seen in 3 patients who underwent splenectomy for trauma. Informed consent was obtained from all enrolled patients before CEUS examinations and biopsy. The inclusion criteria of patients were: 1) presence of at least 1 splenic nodule; 2) written informed consent; and 3) absence of CEUS-related contraindications and no allergy to the contrast agent; 4) preoperative routine examinations of coagulation function were normal; 5) all cases had histopathological results. This was a retrospective study and was approved by the Hospital Ethics Committee to use the patient database.

US Examination

We used an IU22 Ultrasound instrument (Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) with C5-1, L12-5, and L9-3 probes, and the corresponding frequency was 1-5 MHz, 5-12 MHz, and 3-9 MHz, respectively. All of the patients underwent conventional US examinations in supine or right lateral position. The number, diameter, shape, border, echoic pattern, liquid, calcification, and blood distribution of the splenic nodules were detected. Since lesions with diameter less than 1.0 cm are easily missed by the low spatial resolution of conventional US, they were not included in this study. For cases with multiple splenic nodules, the largest nodule was chosen for further characterization.

CEUS Examination

For CEUS examination, SonoVue (Bracco, Milan, Italy) diluted with 5 mL saline was applied as a contrast agent. Following intravenous injection of 2.4 mL contrast agent, the perfusion status and the echoic pattern of the lesions were observed in real time for up to 5 min. All of the images were recorded and stored in a computer. Digital cine clips of splenic lesions were registered during arterial phase (5-30 s after injection), intermediate parenchymal phase (60-90 s after injection), and late parenchymal phase (180-300 s after injection) [14]. Compared with the surrounding splenic parenchyma, the enhancement pattern of the lesions was classified into hyper-enhancement, iso-enhancement, hypo-enhancement, and non-enhancement; the enhancement distribution pattern was classified into homogeneous enhancement, rim-like enhancement, and septation-like enhancement.

Conventional US and CEUS were both conducted by radiologists with over 5 years’ experience. The images were analyzed by 2 experienced radiologists and discordant findings were discussed by both experts to reach a consensus.

Statistical Analysis

Values are presented as means±SD and were analyzed with SPSS software (version 23.0; IBM SPSS Statistics).
Results

Patient Characteristics

The male-to-female ratio was 13: 9 and the mean age of the 22 patients was 30.7 years (range 18-50 years). Of the 22 cases, 8 were accompanied with pulmonary TB, 6 were with peritonitis TB, 3 were with cervical tuberculous lymphadenitis, and 2 were with multiple organs TB. In addition, 10 of the 22 patients had immunodeficiency, including 1 patient with acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), while the other 12 patients were immunocompetent. The common clinical manifestations of the 22 included patients were fatigue complicated with weight loss (n=6) or with fever (n=2).

Conventional US

Findings from conventional US examinations showed that 15 patients had a single splenic lesion and 7 patients had multiple splenic lesions, the number of which ranged from 2 to 9. Of the 22 cases, 2 lesions were located at the splenic capsule with a fusiform shape and the others were all located in the spleen parenchyma with a round shape. The mean diameter of the lesions was 2.3±0.6 cm (range 1.0-3.7 cm). Of all 22 lesions, 17 presented with hypoecho and 5 were with complex echo. Color Doppler flow imaging (CDFI) demonstrated that 7 of the 22 cases were detected with punctate blood flow signal and others were with no blood flow signal.

CEUS

Of the 22 lesions, 18 lesions began enhancement in arterial phase. Of these 18 lesions, 1 exhibited a “rapid wash-out” enhancement manner, starting to wash out in the arterial phase and presenting hypo-enhancement in the intermediate and late parenchymal phases; 2 started to wash out in the intermediate parenchymal phase and presented iso- or hypo-enhancement compared to the peripheral splenic parenchyma in the late parenchymal phase; and the remaining 15 exhibited a “slow wash-out” manner, starting to wash out in the
late parenchymal phase and presented iso- or hypo-enhancement. Among the 22 lesions, 4 were observed with non-enhancement during the whole arterial, intermediate parenchymal, and late parenchymal phases.

According to the peak enhancement conditions of the lesions, they were categorized into 4 types. Type I was homogeneous enhancement (n=2, 9.1%), in which the lesions were homogeneously enhanced with hyper-enhancement compared to the peripheral splenic parenchyma, followed by wash-out with hypo-enhancement (Figure 1); Type II was rim-like enhancement (n=12, 54.5%), in which the lesion was enhanced in its periphery in a rim-like shape and non-enhancement in its interior, it could be washed out, and it presented iso- or hypo-enhancement (Figure 2); Type III was septation-like enhancement (n=4, 18.2%), in which the interior of the lesion showed septation-like hyper-enhancement followed by almost complete wash-out (Figures 3, 4); and Type IV was non-enhancement (n=4, 18.2%), in which the lesion was non-enhanced during the whole arterial, intermediate parenchymal, and late parenchymal phases and presented a well-defined border (Figure 5). In this study, there were no significant differences in CEUS between the 10 immunocompromised and 12 immunocompetent patients.

Discussion

Primary and isolated splenic TB is an extremely rare disease. However, it is a common finding in patients with disseminated or miliary tuberculosis [5,15]. Its clinical manifestation can be only the splenic enlargement complicated with several tiny splenic lesions that cannot be visualized by the naked eye during surgery or by imaging examinations [1,6,16]. It is commonly characterized by a focal nodule in the splenic parenchyma as detected by imaging, and can be divided into micronodules with diameter less than 1.0 cm and macronodules with diameter no less than 1.0 cm [12,17]. However, since the assessment of micronodular lesions is limited by the low spatial resolution of conventional US, in the present study we only enrolled the

Figure 2. A splenic TB lesion with rim-like enhancement. (A) Conventional US demonstrates a hypoechoic lesion with relatively well-defined boundary (arrows); (B-D), CEUS demonstrates that the lesion began to enhance from the margin at 12 s after injection of the SonoVue (B, arrows) and presents rim-like enhancement at 25 s (C, arrows), followed by hypo-enhancement compared with the peripheral splenic parenchyma in the late parenchymal phase (D, arrows).
macronodular splenic lesions. As shown by gray-scale US, the diameter of the enrolled lesions ranged from 1.0 to 3.7 cm, and 20 of the 22 lesions were round nodules, with 17 (77.2%) presenting hypoecho and 5 (22.7%) presenting complex echo. Previous studies reported that CDFI had limited value in evaluating the blood flow of the splenic lesions, and could not provide much valuable information in differentiation between benign and malignant splenic lesions, as most splenic lesions are avascular or hypovascular except for intra-splenic pseudo-aneurysms [18]. In our study, 15 cases were not detected with any blood flow signal by CDFI, and 11 of these 15 cases presented with contrast enhancement as detected by CEUS. This indicated that compared with conventional US and CDFI, CEUS can more accurately and sensitively reflect the blood flow of the lesions. CEUS is a rapidly growing ultrasound technology that can visualize the low-speed blood flow and detect the perfusion characteristics in real time, thereby improving the diagnosis of splenic lesions [9-11,19]. Compared with contrast-enhanced computer tomography (CT) and contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), CEUS is a relatively safe, cost-effective, and time-saving technique. The sonographic contrast agent SonoVue has been proven to have high spleen-specific enhancement since it can be specifically detained by the splenic reticuloendothelial system or sinusoid endotheliocyte, allowing for more time to visualize the enhancement pattern of the splenic lesions [9-11,20]. Therefore, its unique spleen specificity would greatly contribute to the identification and characterization of splenic lesions.

Studies demonstrated that CEUS can differentiate between benign and malignant splenic lesions and reported that the benign splenic lesions typically showed iso-enhancement or hypoenhancement in the arterial phase followed by slow and incomplete wash-out, while malignant lesions initially showed slight hypo-enhancement followed by rapid and complete wash-out [10,20]. The iso-enhancement or hyper-enhancement of benign splenic lesions can reflect their rich vascular structures.

Figure 3. A splenic TB lesion with septation-like enhancement. (A) Conventional US demonstrates a hypoechoic lesion with a well-defined border and heterogeneous (arrows); (B-D) CEUS demonstrates that the lesion begins to enhance from the margin at 13 s after injection of SonoVue (B, arrows) to the internal in a septation-like manner at 30 s (C, head arrows). The internal septation-like enhancement is washed out and the marginal tissues become iso-enhanced compared with the peripheral splenic parenchyma in the late parenchymal phase (D, arrows).
and enhanced arterial supply. The slow wash-out can result from the presence of sinusoidal epithelium [20]. Consistent with this, in our study, 15 of the 22 lesions showed hyper-enhancement during the atrial phase and hyper- or iso-enhancement during the intermediate parenchymal phase, followed by slow wash-out during the late parenchymal phase. However, 1 of the 22 cases was initially mistaken for a malignant lesion due to its rapid hyper-enhancement in the arterial phase followed by rapid wash-out, and ultimately was proven to be splenic TB by surgical histopathology. This enhancement pattern was inconsistent with the results from a previous study, which demonstrated that splenic TB lesions generally presented persistent enhancement during the intermediate parenchymal phase, followed by rapid wash-out during the late parenchymal phase. It was reported that the lesions of splenic TB could be observed with peripheral rim-like enhancement as detected by contrast-enhanced MRI [6,22], and this is in line with the results from our CEUS imaging. The rim-like enhancement was considered to be the result of the hyperperfusion of the granuloma surrounding the lesions or the inflammatory hyperemia of the tissues surrounding the lesions [6,22,23]. In combination with their pathological results, we found that the rim-like enhanced areas were observed with tuberculous granuloma, and the peripheral splenic parenchyma was observed with telangiectasis and inflammatory cells infiltration. It was speculated that

According to the peak contrast enhancement distribution, the included lesions can be categorized into 4 types: homogeneous enhancement (Type I), rim-like enhancement (Type II), septation-like enhancement (Type III), and non-enhancement (Type IV). Of the 22 lesions, 12 were classified as Type II, presenting a rim-like enhancement with their peripheral tissues rapidly enhanced during the arterial phase while their internal tissues were non-enhanced during all the phases. It was reported that the lesions of splenic TB could be observed with peripheral rim-like enhancement as detected by contrast-enhanced MRI [6,22], and this is in line with the results from our CEUS imaging. The rim-like enhancement was considered to be the result of the hyperperfusion of the granuloma surrounding the lesions or the inflammatory hyperemia of the tissues surrounding the lesions [6,22,23]. In combination with their pathological results, we found that the rim-like enhanced areas were observed with tuberculous granuloma, and the peripheral splenic parenchyma was observed with telangiectasis and inflammatory cells infiltration. It was speculated that

Figure 4. A splenic TB lesion with septation-like enhancement. (A) Conventional US demonstrates a hypoechoic lesion in the splenic envelope with a well-defined border (arrows). (B-D) CEUS demonstrates that the lesion begins to enhance from the splenic envelope at 30 s after injection of SonoVue (B, arrow) toward the peritoneum. Its internal area is presented with septation-like enhancement at 32 s (C, head arrows), which is completely washed out in the late parenchymal phase. The marginal area is iso-enhanced compared with the peripheral splenic parenchyma (D, arrows).
Figure 5. A splenic TB case with multiple non-enhanced splenic lesions. (A) Conventional US demonstrates 3 hypoechoic splenic lesions with relatively ill-defined borders (arrows); (B-D) CEUS demonstrates the 3 lesions show non-enhancement during all phases (arrows).

during the formation of splenic TB lesions, the tuberculous granuloma was formed and enlarged, stimulating the immune response and subsequent inflammatory responses of the peripheral splenic parenchyma. The granulomas and rich capillaries in the peripheral lesions lead to hyperperfusion, while caseous necrosis in the internal lesions with no blood flow present non-enhancement.

Four cases (18.2%) were classified as Type III, presenting thin septation-like hyper-enhancement or iso-enhancement in the arterial phase and hypo-enhancement or complete wash-out in the late parenchymal phase. Considering the incomplete caseous necrosis of the lesions, the septation-like hyperenhanced tissues may be the residual normal splenic tissues, and since the vessels of the lesions were dysfunctional or impaired, the contrast agent had a brief retention and rapid wash-out. Nevertheless, this septation-like enhancement has not been reported in the MRI studies [6,22]. There may be 2 reasons for this: 1) CEUS can reflect the blood perfusion in real time, while MRI was scanned in different time phases and would not detect the transient perfusion of contrast agent; and 2) SonoVue would not diffuse into the interstitial space, unlike the MRI imaging contrast [6,9].

In our study, another 4 lesions (18.2%) with well-defined borders were classified as Type IV, showing non-enhancement during all phases, including the arterial, the intermediate parenchymal, and late parenchymal phases. These non-enhanced lesions were confirmed by surgical histopathology or biopsy to be caseous necrosis and liquefaction necrosis. The non-enhanced splenic TB needs to be differentiated from the splenic infarct and splenic cystic lesions. It was reported that the splenic infarct generally showed a wedge-shape non-enhancement, and the splenic cystic lesions showed anechoic and thin cystic wall-like enhancement as detected by conventional US and CEUS [10,11]. Therefore, hypoechoic round splenic lesions with non-enhancement during all phases of CEUS examination are highly indicative of splenic TB.

Two of the 22 splenic TB patients were shown by conventional US to have multiple hypoechoic nodular lesions. Of these 2 patients, one had a history of intestinal tumor surgery and the
splenic lesions were thus initially considered as metastases, while the other one had a history of hepatic lymphoma, and the splenic lesions were thus considered to be splenic lymphomas. However, CEUS demonstrated that the former patient presented with rim-like enhancement that was maintained during the intermediate parenchymal phase, followed by slow wash-out in the late parenchymal phase; the latter patient showed non-enhancement in all phases. These were inconsistent with the findings from the study by Ioanitescu et al, which showed the malignant splenic lesions like splenic metastases and splenic lymphoma had rapid wash-out [24]. Therefore, malignant lesions were not considered for these 2 cases, and the 2 cases were finally confirmed by biopsy to be splenic TB.

In addition, CEUS can also be valuable for identifying the position and blood supply of the lesions. In this study, 2 were located in the diaphragmatic surface of the splenic envelope and grew in parallel to the splenic envelope. They presented fusiform shapes (Figure 4), likely due to the limited growth space between the spleen and diaphragm. Furthermore, CEUS found that the blood supply of the lesions originated from the splenic envelope, making it clear that the lesions were located at the spleen rather than in the parietal peritoneum. CEUS can not only accurately detect the blood perfusion of the lesions, but can also increase the contrast between the lesions and the peripheral normal spleen tissues, making the margin of the lesions more explicit and the number of the lesions more precise. In our study, conventional US showed 1 patient with only 3 lesions, whereas 5 lesions with clearer borders were detected by CEUS. Thus, CEUS can be helpful for increasing the lesion detection rate, which is in agreement with the results of Ioanitescu et al [24].

Conclusions

In conclusion, the rim-like or septation-like enhancement pattern may provide some valuable information for the diagnosis of splenic TB. Round hypoechoic lesions as detected by conventional US and complete non-enhancement detected by CEUS are highly suspicious for splenic TB. CEUS is a mini-invasive, safe, and convenient approach that can rapidly reflect the blood perfusion of lesions in real time. It can provide substantial valuable information for the diagnosis and differentiation of splenic TB.
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